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Abstract 

In the operating room, feedback, such as instrument positioning guidance provided by surgical 

navigation systems is typically displayed on an external computer monitor. The surgeon’s attention is 

usually focused on the surgical tool and the surgical site, so the display is typically out of the direct 

line of sight. A simple visual feedback mechanism was developed to be mounted on the surgical tool. 

This feedback is within the surgeon’s direct line of sight and alerts the surgeon when it is necessary 

to look at the monitor for detailed navigation information. The combination of visual feedback with 

the surgical navigation system is designed to aid the surgeon in cutting around a tumor, maintaining 

negative margins, while reducing the amount of healthy tissue contained within the cut. The tool-

mounted visual feedback device was designed to be light-weight, compatible with electromagnetic 

(EM) tracking, and pose no risk of galvanic connection to the patient. The device was tested through 

the resection of multiple tumor contour models using computer navigation screen only, and computer 

navigation screen with visual feedback mounted on the surgical tool. Use of the device was shown to 

decrease the amount of healthy tissue contained within the surgical cut, and to increase the subjects’ 

confidence in their ability to follow acceptable margins.  

The second objective of this work is to develop a system to both spatially and temporally track 

electrosurgical instruments, within the surgical navigation system. In order to temporally track the 

tools, it is important to know when the electrosurgical unit is powered on. However, electrosurgical 

instruments are FDA and Health Canada approved and therefore cannot be interfered with. Thus, a 

non-invasive method of sensing when the tool is powered on is required. Two AC current sensors, 

two peak detector circuits, and one voltage comparator circuit were used to detect when an 

electromagnetically tracked electrosurgical cauterizer is being powered on and differentiate between 

the cut and coagulation modes when cauterizing different substances. This can be integrated into the 

existing surgical navigation system through the use of an Arduino Uno microcontroller.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Electromagnetically (EM) tracked powered-tools, such as an electrosurgical cauterizer, 

are routinely used in computer-assisted surgery. In the operating room (OR), feedback, such as 

instrument position relative to relevant anatomical structures, is typically displayed on a computer 

monitor external to the tracked power-tool [1] [2] [3]. However, the surgeon’s attention is usually 

focused on the hand-held tool and the surgical site, and the computer monitor is typically out of 

his/her direct line of sight, leading to the possibility that the surgeon misses important 

information. In addition, to properly integrate an electrosurgical device into a computer aided 

surgical system it needs to be monitored in both space and time. To allow for temporal tracking of 

the device, it is important to know when the tool, such as an electrosurgical cauterizer, is being 

activated during surgery (on/off) and if the device is burning a substance. The overall goal of this 

research is to improve surgical confidence and accuracy. This is accomplished by augmenting 

computer assisted surgical systems with visual feedback and sensing devices that provide 

feedback in close proximity to the surgical site and detect when an electrocautery device is turned 

on and when it is within tissue.     

1.2 Research Objectives 

The three main objectives of this thesis are as follows: 

(1) Develop a simple, effective visual feedback device, which can be mounted on a 

surgical tool within the surgeon’s direct line of sight, and which will alert the surgeon 

when it is necessary to look at the monitor for detailed navigation information.  
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(2) Develop a general purpose current sensor and associated hardware and software that 

can be added to an EM tracked electrosurgical cauterizer in order to inform the surgeon 

and the navigation system when the electrosurgical cauterizer is activated.  

(3) Analyze the developed devices for potential usefulness in breast conserving surgery 

in which there is currently a clinical trial underway at Queen’s University. The primary 

objectives of breast conserving surgery is to remove cancerous tissue (tumor) with 

negative margins while limiting the amount of healthy tissue removed. Negative and 

positive margins are further discussed in chapter 2.   

1.3 Thesis Outline  

This thesis is composed of two main sections, the first describes the development and 

testing of the visual feedback system and the second describes the current sensing system for 

monitoring electrosurgical device operation. The thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 presents the motivation and objectives for the thesis work.  

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of surgical navigation systems and their 

applications, breast conserving surgery, surgical margins, as well as different methods of 

current sensing, and electrosurgical units.  

Chapter 3 presents the conceptual design and prototype development of the tool mounted 

visual feedback device. An analysis of the prototype’s usefulness as an adjunct to the 

current surgical navigation system is performed. The limitations of the system are 

discussed as well as future improvements and uses.  

Chapter 4 presents the conceptual design and prototype development of the current 

sensing system for electrosurgical units. An analysis of the prototype’s performance 

when cauterizing different materials is presented. The limitations and future 

improvements of the system are discussed.  
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Chapter 5 summarizes the outcomes and achievements of the thesis work and lists the 

contributions. The future work required for the translation of the systems into clinical 

practice is discussed.  

1.4 Thesis Contributions  

The following are the contributions made as part of this thesis project: 

 A tool mounted visual feedback system was designed and prototyped  

 A tool mounted visual feedback system was integrated into the current surgical 

navigation system used for electromagnetically tracked breast conserving surgery  

 A proof of concept study was designed and executed in order to quantitatively and 

qualitatively evaluate the usefulness of the tool mounted visual feedback system 

 A quantitative analysis of the usefulness of the tool mounted visual feedback system was 

performed, as well as a qualitative analysis of the subjects opinions of the tool mounted 

feedback system  

 A current sensing system for electrosurgical devices was designed and prototyped 

 The current sensing prototype was tested through the cauterization of different tissues and 

substances  

The tool mounted visual feedback device was designed to inform a surgeon how far away the 

tip of a tracked electrosurgical cauterizer is from a tumor contour. This provides a warning to the 

surgeon when it is important to refer to the computer monitor for critical navigation information. 

A proof of concept study was conducted to determine the usefulness of the designed device in 

adjunct to the current surgical navigation system. The subjects were asked to resect simulated 

tumor contours following good surgical margins using the surgical navigation system with and 

without the visual feedback device enabled. The results of the study were analyzed for distance 

from the tumour boundary, and resection time under the two feedback conditions. As well, the 
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subjects’ responses to a questionnaire on the usefulness of the visual feedback system were 

analyzed. The system delay was also determined. 

The current sensing system was designed to inform the surgical navigation system when a 

tracked monopolar electrosurgical cauterizer is powered on permitting temporal tracking of the 

device. The system differentiates between the cut and coagulation modes and determines when 

the device is cauterizing a tissue. The system was tested by cauterizing different tissue substrates.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Surgical Navigation  

In general, navigation systems have been incorporated into surgery for approximately the 

past 20 years. They were developed to support less invasive, quicker, more accurate, more 

reproducible, and safer surgical procedures [4]. Navigation systems have been integrated into 

neurosurgery, orthopedics, ear-nose-throat (ENT), craniomaxillofacial (CMF), trauma, and many 

other surgical applications [4] [5].  Navigation systems are used to avoid specific areas or risk, to 

locate specific anatomical targets, as well as act as a 3D measurement system [4]. Surgical 

navigation combines 3D medical images and instrument-tracking systems allowing a surgeon to 

visualize an instrument’s position and orientation in the context of unseen patient anatomy [5]. 

Overall, surgical navigation systems improve the surgical quality through the accurate guidance 

of surgical instruments, often in a limited surgical field of view, by using a virtual view of the 

instruments on a screen [6].   

2.1.1 Tracking/registration 

Surgical navigation systems are capable of providing a surgeon with information related 

to the position of the surgical instruments relative to a reference through the use of tracking 

systems. The main types of tracking systems available are stereotactic frames [4] [5], optical 

tracking [4] [6]- [10], and electromagnetic (EM) tracking [4] [6]- [12]. Stereotactic frames are 

mechanical systems that guide the surgeon to specific locations of the anatomy. They are useful 

when there are anatomical references to which the mechanical system can be fixed, for example a 

skull in navigated neurosurgery [5]. Frame based stereotactic systems have fairly limited 

applications e.g., in neurosurgery, stereotactic procedures are limited to burr hole procedures 

(biopsies, electrode placement, resection of small tumors) [4]. These frame based stereotactic 
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systems often could not provide information about the patient’s individual anatomy. Thus, 

medical imaging was used to initiate the development of the currently used frameless stereotactic 

systems [4].     

Optical position tracking (Fig. 1) is often referred to as a frameless stereotactic surgery. 

The sensors used in optical systems are often light reflecting spheres or light emitting diodes 

which are fixed to the patient and/or surgical instrument. These sensors are then tracked in space 

using triangularization processes with an infrared camera system. The system has submillimeter 

precision [4] [6] [7]. These systems are advantageous due to their lightness, stability, and 

accuracy.  The main limitation associated with optical tracking systems is that there is a need for 

a clear line of sight between the patient, instrument trackers, and the optical cameras. This 

limitation makes the tracking system suboptimal for tracking flexible instruments inside of the 

body [4] [6]-[10] [13].  

 

Electromagnetic (EM) tracking systems (Fig. 2) use an EM emitting field generator and 

the position of the instruments and references are then tracked either actively or passively. Active 

tracking uses coils placed in/on the instrument and passive tracking uses the measured field 

 

Figure 1: Common infrared based optical tracking equipment (products of Northern Digital 

Inc. Waterloo, Canada) 
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distortions that are made by the wireless instrument [7]. EM tracking systems do not require clear 

line of sight however they are affected by metallic objects and electromagnetic noise. Another 

disadvantage is the wired connection that is required for the EM trackers. However, recent work 

to miniaturize the sensor coils has lowered the effect of metal on the accuracy of the system [4] 

[6]- [12].  

 

Registration is the process of relating position coordinates from a tracking system to an 

exact location in the medical image. The 3D coordinate system of the tracking system is 

transformed into the coordinate system that represents the 3D medical image [5] [7] [9]. One 

method of registration, referred to as paired point registration, requires the surgeon to identify 

landmarks in the preoperative images. The locations of these landmarks are then measured on the 

patient using sensors. Once the landmarks are all obtained, the computer uses these measurements 

to perform the registration transformation in which the image coordinate system is merged with 

the patient coordinate system [9] [10]. Another method of registration is shape based registration 

which uses anatomical shapes to estimate the registration transforms. This method requires a 

model of the shape which is found using the preoperative images and intraoperative 

measurements of the shape [9].  

 

Figure 2: Various EM tracking sensors (products of Northern Digital Inc. Waterloo, Canada) 
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2.1.2 SlicerIGT Surgical Navigation using PLUS Toolkit 

Image-guided therapies (IGT) are medical procedures in which a surgeon has a very 

limited field of view since the procedure is performed inside a patient’s body. Surgeons use 

computer generated images to help visualize the surgical field. SlicerIGT 

(http://www.slicerigt.org/wp/) is an extension of 3D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org/) and is a free, 

open source, real time surgical navigation platform that allows for 3D visualization and analysis. 

SlicerIGT has been used in a wide range of medical procedures including spinal needle insertions 

[10], nephrostomy [11], total hip replacement [14], and breast lumpectomy [12].  

PLUS (public software library for ultrasound) was originally developed for ultrasound guided 

interventions; however it is now being used for many other applications (www.plustoolkit.org). 

PLUS is an open source software toolkit that allows for data acquisition and the recording of data 

[15].  

2.1.3 Augmented Reality Surgical Navigation 

Augmented reality is a form of surgical navigation where the system overlays a virtual 

plan onto an area of the patient. Badiali et al [16] used a head mounted augmented reality system 

combined with optical navigation as an aid to maxillofacial bone surgery. This system was 

determined to be comfortable and usable in practice. The system works by placing two cameras 

and an image sensor in front of the users’ eyes. The alignment of the real and virtual worlds is 

achieved using video frames obtained by the cameras and by calculating the position relative to 

the coloured reference markers with respect to the known position of the references. Using 

software, the virtual 3D model from the surgical plan is merged with the camera frames and the 

results are displayed on internal monitors [16]. Ewers et al [17] used an augmented reality system 

for craniomaxillofacial (CMF) surgery. They merged the operating site with computer generated 

graphic information in combination with navigation information. This system has shown potential 

http://www.slicerigt.org/wp/
http://www.slicer.org/
http://www.plustoolkit.org/
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for many other applications including dental implantology, arthroscopy, osteotomies, distraction 

osteogenesis, image guided biopsies, and removal of foreign bodies [17].  

2.1.4 Video Based Surgical Navigation 

Mirota et al [18] created a video based surgical navigation system for use in endoscopic 

endonasal skull base surgery. Firstly, image feature points are reconstructed from the 3D video. 

Then these points are registered to pre-operative data which is commonly in the form of MRI or 

CT images. After the initial registration is completed the system can then track the image features 

and maintain the 2D to 3D correspondence of the image features and the 3D locations. This 

method showed registration results within 1mm. [18]        

2.2 Real Time Feedback Methods for Surgical Navigation 

When using a surgical navigation systems in the operating room (OR), feedback, such as 

instrument position relative to relevant anatomical structures, is typically displayed on a computer 

monitor (Fig. 3). The surgeon’s attention is usually focused on the tool and the surgical site in 

order to look for bleeding and tissue boundaries. This feedback is therefore suboptimal since the 

display is typically out of the direct line of sight [1] [2] [3]. Other problems associated with the 

computer monitor feedback are the large footprint of the system, the different orientation of the 

computer monitor to the surgical field, as well as the learning curve associated with the 

navigation system [4]. 
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2.2.1 Auditory Feedback  

Auditory feedback methods have been incorporated into surgical navigation systems, to 

notify the surgeon when s/he is approaching different regions without the need to look at the 

computer monitor. Wegner et al. [19] used an electromagnetic (EM) surgical navigation system 

for the blind placement of a biopsy needle. They use auditory beats to inform the surgeon when 

they are following a good trajectory [19]. Woerdeman et al [20] created an auditory feedback 

system to augment a neuronavigation system and asked users to resect a target volume from floral 

foam. The system was programmed to produce a soft warning sound starting at 5mm from the 

outline of the target volume and within the 5mm range the sound frequency was set to increase 

proportionally until the outline was reached [20]. Hansen et al [3] developed an auditory 

feedback system for resecting liver tumors. They divided the feedback into three sections (safe, 

warning, outside) where the frequency and amplitude of the audio feedback signal increased as 

the target was approached [3]. Ainsworth et al used audio feedback during a high fidelity 

simulation model during needle placements for transcervical laryngeal injections [21].  In all of 

 
Figure 3: Typical OR layout in navigated surgery. The surgeons are focusing their attention on the 

surgical tool and the resection site, and not looking at the surgical navigation system display. (Image 

is courtesy of Dr. Gabrielle Gauvin, Queen's University.) 
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the above mentioned studies the subjects felt that they could perform better with the auditory 

feedback enabled and felt that they could focus on the surgical area. 

2.2.2 Visual Feedback 

There have been some attempts to use visual feedback as an alternative to the computer 

monitor display currently in use during surgery. Mezger et al [4] describe a feedback method in 

which a small computer screen is attached to the manual instruments during surgery. This 

provides the surgeon with navigation information in his/her field of view and allows for a more 

streamlined navigation system. This small screen is intraoperatively draped in a sterile bag and 

has wireless communication between the camera and the computer [4].   

Augmented reality (AR) has also been developed by many groups in order to provide an 

alternative to the computer monitor display currently in use. AR has many types including image 

overlay, semi-transparent displays, and head mounted displays. There are several limitations that 

are associated with AR technologies and have resulted in the inability for one method to gain 

acceptance as a replacement to the computer monitor. These limitations include the small amount 

of workspace available, the obstructive equipment requirements, the elaborate set up times, and 

the reduced surgical vision. Gauvaghan et al introduced a portable image overlay device which is 

capable of overcoming many of the listed limitations since it is minimally invasive, is non-

impeding to the view of the surgeon, has an efficient set up time, and is easily moved and handled 

[22].  Mobile Image Overlay (MOI) systems are also used as a form of visual feedback. The 

system consists of a monitor and a semi-transparent mirror so that the CT/MR image shown on 

the monitor can be displayed onto the patient (Figure 4). MOI systems have been used to aid in 

biopsies, spine injections, and needle based aspirations [23].    
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2.2.3 Vibrotactile Feedback  

It should be noted that auditory and/or visual feedback methods may not be well 

supported by the surgical environment. The environment may be very loud or bright or the 

feedback method may be too distracting to the operator. An alternative to visual and auditory 

feedback methods is vibrotactile displays. Vibrotactile feedback uses vibrations to present 

information to the operator. Vibrotactile feedback has been incorporated into mobile devices, 

automotive alert systems, aviation navigation systems, and navigation systems for the visually 

impaired. In the case of surgery, a surgeon may like the idea of feedback that does not add weight 

to the surgical instrument. In this case a hands free feedback device such as a vibration feedback 

on the forearm or wrist may be beneficial. Pfeiffer et al developed an instrument that applies 

vibration feedback and electrical muscle stimulation feedback to the forearm of the user [24]. 

Vibrotactile, force, and haptic feedback are also incorporated into many surgical robotic 

applications and simulations to allow the surgeon to touch and feel the surgical instruments and 

patient organs in the virtual environment and to provide the surgeon with a more realistic 

experience when suturing soft tissue [25], drilling through bone [26], radiofrequency ablation 

[27], etc.     

    

 

Figure 4: Mobile Image Overlay visual feedback display for needle placement 
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2.3 Electrosurgical Devices 

Electrosurgical generator units (ESU) are used during surgery to cut tissue and to apply 

coagulation to the surgical site (Figure 5).  

 

ESUs supply high frequency alternating electrical current that is transformed into thermal 

energy when in the tissue. ESUs typically operate around 300kHz-1MHz frequencies in order to 

eliminate the neuromuscular and myocardial sensitivities that occur around 60Hz.The two main 

modes of ESU’s are cut and coagulation modes. These modes differ by the temperature to which 

the tissue is heated and the rate at which this temperature is reached. The coagulation mode of the 

ESU slowly induces a temperature rise in the cell and the final temperature achieved is around 

70-100C. This causes the cells to shrink without bursting. The end result of the coagulation 

mode is tissue desiccation when the active electrode is in direct contact with tissue. The cut mode 

of the ESU causes a more rapid heating of the tissue in which the final temperatures generally 

reach values higher than 100C. Use of the cut mode results in the cellular water boiling causing 

the cells to rupture. This rupturing causes the cleavage of the tissue around the electrode.  

In terms of the applied voltage, a key difference between coagulation mode and cut mode is the 

duty cycle for which the device is powered on. Pure coagulation mode has a duty cycle of 

approximately 6% where pure cut mode has a duty cycle of 100%. The smaller duty cycle for 

 

Figure 5: Electrosurgical generator unit 

Patient ground pad (neutral electrode)  

Electrosurgical pen (active electrode)  
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coagulation mode allows the tissue to cool between pulses of the peak voltage signal. The more 

time the tissue has to cool between pulses, the more it promotes the coagulation of tissue rather 

than the cutting of the tissue. The coagulation mode typically has a larger peak to peak voltage 

when compared to cut mode.  

ESU’s are configured as either monopolar or bipolar devices, where the main difference 

is the locations of the active and neutral electrodes. In a monopolar circuit, the current travels 

through the active electrode (at the tip of the electrosurgical pen) into the target tissue and then 

travels through the patient using the least resistive path and exits through the neutral electrode 

(patient grounding pad). In adults the typical sites to attach the neutral electrode are the buttocks, 

anterior thigh, posterior thigh, abdomen, midback side, calf, or upper arm [28]. In general, the 

neutral electrode should be placed as close to the surgical site as possible but away from any 

other instrument cords or electrodes [28]. The large surface of the grounding pad needs to be in 

full contact with the patient’s skin so to disperse the energy over a larger area and therefore 

prevent the occurrence of burning. Bipolar circuits have both the active electrode and the neutral 

electrode in close proximity at the cutting device. The current goes through the active electrode 

and passes through only the tissue of interest and then rapidly returns to the neutral electrode 

which then returns it back to the ESU. [29]       

The iKnife is a recently designed research tool that was developed for use with ESU’s to 

provide a rapid analysis of tissue properties. The iKnife performs rapid evaporative ionization 

mass spectrometry (REIMS) analysis on the smoke vented out by the electrosurgery cautery 

device during surgery (Figure 6). iKnife utilizes traditional surgical diathermy as an ionization 

source. The smoke is gated through a Venturi pump interface and channeled to a mass 

spectrometry analyzer. Electrosurgical dissection is driven by joule heating causing rapid 

evaporation of biological tissues. This process causes aerosol (smoke) by evaporation of cellular 

particles which can be extracted for analysis in a mass spectrometer. The destruction of a cell by 
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rapid evaporation leads to a large volume of cell specific particles, of which phospholipids 

contained within cell membranes are readily identifiable. This results in an array of spectral data 

that is tissue-specific. iKnife was successful in in-situ differentiation of benign and malignant 

tissue during surgery by extracting aerosolized tissue components from the excision site [30]. The 

iKnife will be applied to breast conserving surgery in order to identify if the tissue being 

cauterized is benign or malignant. In order to integrate the iKnife into the surgical navigation 

system, a temporal calibration must be performed to provide temporal information about where 

the ESU pen is positioned.    

 

 

2.4 Current sensing  

Current sensing is generally used for current feedback or overcurrent protection. There 

are many different methods for current sensing that exist. The most common current sensing 

devices are current sense transformers, differential current sense amplifiers, Hall effect devices, 

direct current resistance (DCR), and low-side field-effect transistor (FET) sensors. The DCR and 

low-side FET sensors are both invasive types of current sensing that require a resistance already 

in the circuit. For non-invasive current sensing, Hall effect devices and current sense transformers 

are often used. Current transformers provide good isolation and are very cost effective. These 

current transformers use the properties of Amperes law where a changing current flow in a 

 

Figure 6: Analysis of smoke in mass spectrometer during Electrosurgery.  
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current carrying conductor produces a proportional magnetic field. The current transformer then 

couples the magnetic field into the winding and thereby provides a proportional current output 

that can easily be transformed into an output voltage. Hall effect and magneto-resistive devices 

sense the magnetic field that is generated by a current carrying inductor and offer very low power 

loss. The main problem with Hall effect sensors is the low operating bandwidth and the high cost. 

Typically Hall effect sensors are used for DC applications and inductive sensing is used for AC 

applications. However, a Hall effect sensor combined with a magnetically permeable core can be 

used for AC sensing. The current conductor will pass through the magnetically permeable core 

which concentrates the magnetic fields. By placing the Hall effect sensor at a 90 angle to the 

core, the sensor is energized from the magnetic field from the core and produces a potential 

difference at its output. Inductive sensing works in a similar manner by placing the current 

carrying conductor through a core that amplifies the magnetic field of the conductor (Figure 7). 

Since AC current has a constantly changing potential, the magnetic field is constantly expanding 

and collapsing which induces a current in a winding that surrounds the core. This current, known 

as the secondary current, is then converted to a voltage at the output. Clamp-on inductive current 

sensors allow for easy installation and provide a low cost non-invasive way to sense AC 

current.123  

                                                      

1B. Yarborough, "Power electronics: components and methods for current measurement," January 2012. 

[Online]. Available: https://www.ttieurope.com/docs/CP/8169/201PETttelectronicsYarbor2.pdf. 
2 Pacific Scientific, "Methods of current measurement," April 2004. [Online]. Available: 

http://www.oeco.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Methods_Current_Measurement.pdf. 
3 “Current Sensing Theory," NK Technologies, [Online]. Available: 

http://www.nktechnologies.com/engineering-resources/current-sensing-theory/. 

 

http://www.oeco.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Methods_Current_Measurement.pdf
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2.5 Surgical Margins 

Surgical margins refer to how close cancerous tissue is from the outer boundary of the 

resected (excised) tissue. In general, a negative margin, also known as a clear margin, means that 

no cancerous cells are detected at a specified distance from the outer boundary of the tissue that is 

removed [31]. Positive margins are when cancer cells are detected at a specified distance from the 

outer boundary of the excised tissue [31]. This specified distance from the boundary is commonly 

referred to as the safety margin by surgeons. This specified distance to be maintained depends on 

the type of tissue being resected as well as the preference of the medical team (surgeons, 

pathologists, radiation and medical oncologists) [32]. Blair et al [33] surveyed 1000 breast cancer 

surgeons from the United States and found that 15% of the surgeons would accept any form of 

negative margin, 28% would accept 1mm negative margin, 50% would accept 2mm negative 

margin, 12% would accept 5mm negative margin, and 3% would accept a 10mm negative margin 

[33]. In different experimental studies, safety margins ranged from 10mm [34], to 2mm [2] [35], 

to 5mm [1] [20].  

A tumor free resection line in breast conserving surgery is critical, because when cancer 

cells are found at the resection margins, a new tumor will likely develop in the breast [36]. 

Therefore, patients with positive margins require repeat surgery to ensure no tumor cells are left 

                                                      

 

 

Figure 7: Inductive current sensing  

Magnetic flux lines  

Ferrite core  
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in situ. The Society of Surgical Oncology and American Society for Radiation Oncology issued 

new consensus guidelines on margins for breast-conserving surgery, stating that pathologically 

clear margins should be the standard for lumpectomy, regardless of their size [37]. 

2.6 Breast Conserving Surgery   

Lumpectomy procedures are commonly performed as a breast conserving surgery for the 

treatment of early stage breast cancer. Breast tumors are excised to minimize the amount of 

healthy tissue contained within the resected tissue and obtain negative margins. Since 

lumpectomy followed by whole-breast radiation therapy is considered to be equivalent to a 

mastectomy procedure [32], the lumpectomy is preferred due to its improved cosmesis [38]. A 

common problem associated with a lumpectomy procedure is the incomplete excision of the 

breast tumor (i.e. a positive margin). A positive margin is detected through histological analysis 

of the resected tissue. If positive margins are detected, further surgery is often required to 

minimize the risk of local recurrence of the breast cancer. The resulting additional surgeries result 

in increased cost, delays to further treatment, and an increase to the trauma experienced by the 

patient. Rates of positive margin from an initial lumpectomy have been reported to range from 

15-50% [31].  

The current gold standard localization method for a lumpectomy is wire localization. A 

needle with a hooked wire is inserted and fixed into the tumor under ultrasound or X-ray 

guidance before the surgery occurs. The surgeon then uses the position of the needle and general 

characteristics about the size and position of the tumor relative to this needle in order to excise 

the tissue around the localization wire. This method is very inaccurate and results in a high 

positive margin rate [12] [31]. In order to reduce the positive margin rate for a lumpectomy 

procedure, a real-time electromagnetic (EM) position tracking and ultrasound-based navigation 

system has been used. This surgical navigation system using SlicerIGT has shown a decreased 

positive margin rate of 19% in a previous proof of concept study [12].   
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Chapter 3 

Visual feedback mounted on surgical tool 

As described in the previous chapter, surgical navigation in the operating room is 

commonly displayed on a computer monitor, which is out of the surgeon’s direct line of sight. 

This is suboptimal since the surgeon has to look away from the surgical field in order to gain this 

navigation information (Fig. 8). Auditory, visual, and vibrotactile feedback systems have been 

used to augment surgical navigation systems. The auditory feedback systems use different tones 

and frequencies to inform the surgeon when they are approaching a specific boundary and thus 

minimize the amount of time that the surgeon needs to look away from the surgical field towards 

the navigation screen [19] [20] [3] [21]. From the previous chapter,  previous visual feedback 

systems comprised a small screen mounted on surgical instrument , or implemented a form of 

augmented reality [4] [22]. Also, vibrotactile, haptic, and force feedback systems have been 

incorporated into many surgical robotic applications such as when drilling through bone, suturing 

tissue, and during radiofrequency ablation, in order to provide the surgeon with a more realistic 

sense of touch [26] [25] [27].  

3.1 Objectives 

We developed a visual feedback device mounted on an electromagnetically (EM) tracked 

electrosurgical cauterizer, thereby providing navigation information for the surgeon in their direct 

line of sight. This device is integrated into an open source surgical navigation system. The system 

is being implemented and tested within the context of EM-navigated breast-conserving surgery as 

it represents no risk to the patient and can be promptly translated for clinical evaluation within an 

ongoing patient trial.  
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3.2 Device Design  

The developed feedback device consists of a computer-controlled light source (RGB 

LED), programmed to flash and change color to alert the surgeon to specific conditions and is 

mounted on the electrosurgical cauterizer (Fig. 9). 

 

 
Figure 8: Typical OR layout in EM-tracked electrosurgery [12]. The surgeons are focusing their attention on the 

surgical tool and the resection site, and not looking at the surgical navigation system display. 

 

Figure 9: Schematic of visual feedback device 
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A 50.5mm diameter optical fiber cable is used to transmit light from the LED to the 

cautery pen in order to avoid having a galvanic connection to the patient and to keep all 

electronics away from the EM tracking sensor. The optical fiber cable is fed through the smoke 

evacuation tube of the electrosurgical cauterizer in order to transmit the light to the tip of the 

cauterizer (Fig. 10).  

 

3.3 Light Pattern Exploration   

In order to test different light frequency patterns for the visual feedback device, an RGB 

LED was connected through an Arduino Uno microcontroller and was controlled through the use 

of a potentiometer (Figure 11).  

 

The potentiometer resistance was varied from low to high and programmed into 8 distinct 

regions.  These regions represent the position of the tracked electrosurgical cauterizer with 

respect to the tumor, where region 1 is far away from the tumor boundary and region 8 is far 

inside the tumor (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 10: Optical fiber fed through smoke evacuation tube of electrosurgical cauterizer 

 
Figure 11: Schematic of potentiometer controlled LED circuit 

LED 

EM 

sensor 
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  Eight different combinations of light colours and frequency patterns were tested (Table 

1). A surgical resident and some biomedical trainees were asked for their opinion on the optimal 

feedback pattern from the eight different combinations given. The main characteristics that the 

subjects wanted were that the feedback should be able to provide the required information 

however be as simple as possible so that there is not a large learning curve. Based on the received 

opinions, light pattern 8 was chosen to be the light pattern used for the first study. The final light 

pattern also alternated between solid and flashing to help people who have difficulty 

distinguishing colours.  The red and green colours were chosen to relate to the general convention 

of red being stop and green being proceed.  

Table 1: Light colour (blinking period in ms) for various regions 

 Feedback Region  

Light Pattern Option 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 blue 

(200) 

blue 

(300) 

green 

(solid) 

green 

(300) 

white 

(200) 

white 

(100) 

red 

(80) 

red 

(40) 

2 blue 

(solid) 

blue 

(100) 

green 

(solid) 

green 

(100) 

white 

(solid) 

white 

(100) 

red 

(solid) 

red 

(100) 

3 green 

(100) 

green 

(solid) 

green 

(solid) 

white 

(100) 

white 

(solid) 

white 

(solid) 

red 

(100) 

red 

(solid) 

4 green 

(75) 

green 

(200) 

green 

(solid) 

white 

(75) 

white 

(200) 

white 

(solid) 

red 

(75) 

red 

(200) 

5 green 

(75) 

green 

(200) 

green 

(solid) 

white 

(200) 

white 

(75) 

white 

(solid) 

red 

(200) 

red 

(75) 

6 green 

(solid) 

green 

(solid) 

green 

(100) 

white 

(solid) 

white 

(solid) 

white 

(100) 

red 

(solid) 

red 

(100) 

7 blue 

(200) 

blue 

(300) 

green 

(solid) 

green 

(300) 

yellow 

(200) 

yellow 

(100) 

red 

(80) 

red 

(40) 

8 blue 

(solid) 

blue 

(solid) 

green 

(200) 

green 

(200) 

green 

(solid) 

green 

(solid) 

red 

(200) 

red 

(200) 

 

Figure 12: Feedback Regions 
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3.4 Prototype 

After selecting a preferred light pattern, a prototype consisting of an RGB LED, optical 

fiber cable, electrosurgical cauterizer, and an Arduino Uno microcontroller was constructed. The 

device is integrated in the SlicerIGT open source (www.SlicerIGT.org) surgical navigation 

system, where tool tracking functions are implemented using the open source PLUS toolkit 

(www.plustoolkit.org) [15]. The Breach Warning SlicerIGT module is used to calculate the 

navigation information of the tracked cauterizer with respect to the previously defined tumor 

model. The tumor model is formed in real time by placing markers around the boundary of a 

tumor observed from ultrasound images of the tissue. This tumor model is capable of moving 

with tissue deformations and therefore is capable of providing reliable navigation data to the 

system. This navigation information is sent from SlicerIGT via PLUS to a microcontroller 

(Arduino Uno, http://arduino.cc) which controls the colour and flashing frequency of the RGB 

LED. Another Slicer module allows a surgeon to quickly change the lateral resection margin size 

parameters of the different feedback regions through the use of a slide scale so that it can be set 

depending on what the surgeon prefers and requires. This module also allows the LED feedback 

to be enabled and disabled by simply checking a box (Figure 13).  

 

As shown in Fig.14 the Arduino is programmed to receive an input string from 

SlicerIGT. This input string contains 6 consecutive characters where the first three represent the 

 

Figure 13: Slicer module for visual light feedback  

http://www.slicerigt.org/
http://www.plustoolkit.org/
http://arduino.cc/
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intensity of the red, green, and blue LED respectively. The final three characters represent the 

flashing period in milliseconds. A blinking period equal to or less than 50ms is considered solid. 

The end of the input string is signified by an end of line character which notifies the Arduino that 

this is the end of the data sequence. The Arduino reads one input character at a time and then if it 

is a valid input will add the input to an array which can be used later when controlling the LED. 

Once the end of line character is read by the Arduino, the input array is analyzed and the colour 

and flashing period of the LED are determined. A string (output color string) is then sent back to 

SlicerIGT through the PLUS toolbox containing the colour data of the LED. 
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Figure 14: Architecture of Arduino Code 
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3.5 Methods 

To demonstrate the concept, one senior general surgery resident, one junior general 

surgery resident, and 14 biomedical trainees were asked to resect simulated tumors using EM 

surgical navigation with and without visual light feedback on the cauterizer. A total of 16 subjects 

participated because that was the total number subjects available.  The participants were divided 

into three distinct classifications: (1) novices to surgery and 3D screen visualization, (2) 

experienced with 3D screen navigation, and (3) senior surgical resident. All 16 subjects were 

within 20-35 years of age and no subjects disclosed that they were colour blind. The study was 

performed under ethics approval of the “Real-time electromagnetic navigation for breast tumor 

resection” study and the subjects gave informed consent prior to participating. Layered soft 

modelling clay was laid out on a flat clipboard surface to simulate the tissues (Fig. 15). The top 

5mm layer (white clay) simulated the target tissue and the bottom layer (black clay) represented a 

tissue boundary that must be kept intact.  

 

 

Nine tumor shape models were created using CAD software and were displayed in 3D 

Slicer on a 3D navigation screen (Fig. 16). The participants were asked to cut out the perimeter of 

 

Figure 15: Layered soft modelling clay on clipboard 
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the tumors in the top clay layer while staying within a 2mm lateral resection margin without 

cutting into the bottom layer. Four resection regions were defined to convey the navigation 

information to the participants. These regions were (1) inside tumor (flashing red), (2) safety 

region (solid green), (3) outside of the safety region (flashing green), and (4) far out from the 

safety region (solid blue).  

 

 

Each participant had one tumor for practice and then resected eight additional tumors. All 

tumor models were slightly different in shape, in order to minimize learning where the subjects 

could memorize the shape of the contour. The practice tumor had both the 3D screen navigation 

and the LED feedback enabled. For the remaining 8 tumor models, the participants alternated 

between using the 3D navigation screen alone (Fig. 17) and the 3D navigation screen combined 

 

  

Figure 16: Experimental setup (top left), computer model of the tumor contours (top right), subject cutting out a 

tumor with the LED-mounted tracked cauterizer (bottom left), result after cutting out all tumors from the clay 

dough (bottom right) 
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with the LED feedback. The method used for the first tumor model was randomized for each 

different subject. The participants were instructed to cut around the tumor margin so as to cut 

through the top layer (white) of the modelling clay without cutting into the bottom layer (black) 

that simulated a tissue boundary ( i.e. the chest wall). The distance between the cauterizer and the 

tumor margin was recorded throughout all resections. The participants completed a small 

questionnaire, rating on a Likert scale whether the added visual light feedback was helpful in 

maintaining the specified safety margin. 

 

 

3.6 Results 

The tracked navigation data of all 16 participants were analyzed for total resection times, 

and the proportion of the path in each of the feedback regions (inside tumor, safety region, 

outside of safety region, too far region). Since the participants were told that they could push the 

top layer of clay that is around the cut outwards from the tumor margin in order to visibly verify 

that the tissue boundary is not cut, only the data points that are closest to the tumor boundary are 

considered. The delay of the feedback system was also calculated, through the use of a recorded 

video. The feedback delay of the LED with respect to the feedback delay of the navigation screen 

 

Figure 17: Feedback provided on computer navigation screen. Tumor model turns red colour when tracked 

cauterizer (blue stylus) is inside the tumor model and is always green when tracked cauterizer is outside of 

tumor model. 
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is approximately 33ms. This was comparable to some past studies where time delays of various 

feedback systems were reported to be 500ms [2] , 0.1-0.2ms [1], and 1s [39].  

The total time to complete the resections for the two feedback methods was analyzed 

using the Wilcoxon non-parametric paired statistical test. The overall time for tumor resections 

with the LED feedback enabled was significantly longer (p=0.01 two-tailed) than that for the 

screen only (Fig. 18) where the Screen with LED feedback had a mean resection time of 102 

seconds with a standard deviation of 65 seconds and the screen only feedback had a mean 

resection time of 88.6 seconds with a standard deviation of 51.4 seconds. Figure 18 is a boxplot 

of the median, first, and third quartiles of the resection time values. The boxplot indicates that the 

data has a skewed distribution towards the higher values and thus shows that the resection times 

are not normally distributed.      

 

 

 

Analysis of the tracked data was performed using the PerkTutor platform 

(www.perktutor.org). The PerkTutor is an open-source computer-assisted training platform for 

image-guided interventions [40]. In this work, we used the PerkTutor to automatically analyze the 

 

Figure 18: Box-plot of total time to complete tumor resections with and without 

mounted LED feedback 
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participant’s cauterizer motion to determine how well they followed the tumor margins. The 

platform is capable of recreating the movements of the tracked cauterizer during the complete 

resection (Fig. 19). 

  

During the analysis, the data points were filtered to eliminate segments of the 

electrosurgical cauterizer path that are far above the clay surface or below the clipboard. After 

this initial filtering, an inverse convex hull algorithm was used to produce a recreated path around 

the tumor model that represents the closest points of the tracked cauterizer to the tumor model 

(Fig. 20). This algorithm works by finding a centroid of the tumor model and calculating the 

distance, d, from each data point to this centroid. In order to minimize the effect of outlier data 

points, the distance value is raised to a power. The data point coordinates are then divided by this 

distance. The resulting coordinates are inversed, creating a new domain where the outermost 

points are now the innermost points and vice versa. This algorithm can be described in equation 

(1) below.  

 

 

Figure 19: Recreation of the cutting path of junior surgical resident around tumor 

examples; 3D screen only (top row) and 3D screen + LED (bottom row) 
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xnew=x/d1.005 

(1) 
ynew=y/ d1.005 

 

The convex hull algorithm is then applied to the data points in this new domain to find a 

path that encloses all of the points. The indices of the points contained in the convex hull 

algorithm are equal to the indices of the points from the previous domain. This complete 

algorithm thus forms a path that incorporates the inner most points of the original data set which 

are then used to recreate the cutting path. This path is useful since the actual movements of the 

cauterizer vary significantly across participants and within each tumor resection. For instance, 

some participants continuously cut around the tumor contour, some cut over sections and moved 

to other sections until full resection was completed, and others placed dots around the tumor 

model before completing the resection. Some participants went over their path multiple times and 

others did not. As well, some participants cut using one method for some tumors and then altered 

their cutting method for other tumors. Therefore this newly created path provides a better 

approximation of the actual cut path and helps to eliminate the inconsistency associated with the 

various cutting techniques. Using the PerkTutor platform the points forming the recreated path 

could be analyzed based on their distance from the tumor margin. 
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The subjects 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, and 11 had at least some experience using a 3D navigation 

screen. The subjects 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, and 18 are considered novices as they had neither 

experience with 3D surgical navigation nor experience with surgery. Subject 14 is a junior 

surgical resident and subject 15 is a senior surgical resident. Subject 14 had limited surgical 

experience, but had previous surgical navigation experience from past EM tracked surgical 

navigation projects; thus, subject 14 was placed in the navigation experienced group. Subject 15 

had a large amount of experience with breast conserving surgery, as well as using the surgical 

navigation system and was therefore considered separately from the two other groups.  Two 

subjects (subjects 3 and 4) were not included as the system experienced technical difficulties 

resulting in delays and inconsistent recording of data. Table 2 shows the sample variance and 

mean for each subject’s distances from the defined tumor margin.  

 

Figure 20: Example of 2D recreated path around the tumor model (left) and the depth 

representation (right) using the inverted convex hull algorithm 
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There were no significant differences found for the sample variances and means of the 

two groups (Screen + LED, Screen only); however the average sample variances and average 

mean values showed some interesting trends. The average mean distance (mm) with screen and 

LED feedback was 1.39, 1.09 and with screen only feedback was 1.44, 1.18 for the navigation 

experienced and novice groups respectively. It appears that the screen with LED feedback had a 

lower average mean distance for both groups compared to the screen only feedback. Also, the 

novices group had a smaller average mean distance than the navigation experienced group for 

both feedback methods. The average sample variances were 2.05, 0.69 for the screen and LED 

feedback and were 1.81, 0.83 for the screen only feedback for the navigation experienced and 

novice groups respectively. A lower sample variance indicates a more consistent cutting distance 

around the tumor boundary. The novices group had a smaller average sample variance using the 

Table 2: Sample Variance and mean of subject’s distances from defined tumor margin 

  Screen+LED Screen Only 

Group  
Subject 

Sample 
Variance (mm) 

Mean (mm) Sample 
Variance (mm) 

Mean (mm) 

Navigation 
Experienced 

1 0.42 1.32 0.35 1.15 

2 1.06 1.11 1.71 1.45 

5 4.15 1.85 1.75 2.41 

6 2.07 0.89 1.8 0.30 

9 1.15 1.16 0.64 1.38 

11 1.62 0.61 0.43 0.71 

14 3.9 2.78 5.99 2.72 

Novices 

7 0.79 1.65 0.58 1.98 

8 1.09 1.35 1.59 1.27 

10 0.46 1.22 0.98 1.44 

12 0.31 0.42 0.63 0.19 

13 1.38 0.51 0.43 0.55 

16 0.94 1.17 1.24 0.89 

17 0.21 1.41 0.82 2.18 

18 0.34 1.04 0.39 0.97 

Senior 
Surgical 
Resident 

15 1.61 2.19 2.64 2.56 
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screen and LED feedback compared to the screen only however, the navigation experienced 

group had a larger average sample variance with the LED enabled. Also, the novices group had a 

smaller average sample variance using either method compared to the variances observed for the 

navigation experienced group. The larger average sample variance seen while the LED is enabled 

for the navigation experienced group may be due to their previous experience with visualization 

using the surgical navigation screen. The subjects may have felt more comfortable with the screen 

feedback alone and were confused by having both the LED feedback and the screen feedback 

together. The senior surgical resident showed similar trends to the novices group when comparing 

the mean and sample variance for screen only feedback compared to screen and LED feedback.   

Using the PerkTutor a series of distance values were calculated throughout the resections of the 

three groups. These distance values were then graphed in a histogram which shows the number of 

distance data points, out of the total number of data points, which lie in the different distance 

regions from the tumor margin (Fig. 21).  
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Figure 21: Histogram of distances from tumor margin (top-novices, middle-navigation 

experienced + junior resident, bottom-senior resident) 
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From the histograms, the novices and the senior surgical resident both stayed within the 

safety margin more often when the LED was enabled compared to screen only feedback. Also, 

the subjects tended to be in the too far region less with the LED feedback. Finally, the subjects 

tended to stray inside the tumor more frequently when using the LED plus screen feedback. The 

histograms for the senior surgical resident and the novices indicate that the LED was used when 

enabled as there is a large peak around the 2mm margin, which was the set lateral resection 

margin during this study. The navigation experienced group did not clearly show an improvement 

when using the LED feedback with respect to the safety and too far regions. However, they did 

show the same trend of straying into the tumor more frequently when the LED feedback was 

enabled.  

A Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was conducted on the distance values and resulted 

in a p value close to null for all three groups. Since p<0.001 for all three groups, there is a 

significant difference between the distances from the tumor boundary for the screen plus LED 

feedback compared to the screen only feedback. The estimate for the differences and 95% 

confidence intervals for the differences were calculated (Table 3).  

Table 3: Estimate of difference in mean 

Group Estimate of difference of mean (mm) 
[(screen+LED)-(screen only)]  

95% confidence interval  

Novices -0.12mm (-0.16mm, -0.09mm) 

Navigation Experienced  -0.12mm (-0.20mm, -0.08mm) 

Senior Surgical Resident -0.37mm (-0.49mm, -0.24mm) 

 

Table 3 shows that the mean distances for the screen only feedback data are slightly 

larger than the mean distances for the screen plus LED feedback data for all three groups. It is 

important to note that statistical significance is about confidence that there is a difference and not 

about how big the difference is, thus it is difficult to see a substantial difference when looking at 

the histograms of the distance data (Fig.21).    
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The next analysis performed was to examine how often the subjects cut through the 

‘tissue boundary’ into the black clay layer. A series of points were collected from the top of the 

black clay layer. Three black clay models were then created using the PerkTutor and the points 

gathered from the top of the black clay (Fig. 22). The mean model was constructed using a plane 

of best fit of the points. The min model was created using a plane of best fit and then shifting the 

plane down so that the top of the plane is aligned with the lowermost point of the series of points.  

The surface model was constructed using a surface reconstruction filter based on the series of 

points.  

 

The data points were then analyzed with the PerkTutor for the surface area damage on the 

clay for the novice, navigation experienced, and senior surgical resident groups using all three 

black clay surface models (Fig. 23). This was done to choose one of the black clay models for 

further analysis.   

 

 

Figure 22: Black clay models (top-mean model, middle- min model, bottom-surface model) 
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Figure 23: Total black clay damage during tumor resections  
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From Fig. 23 it can be seen that all three models provided the same general trends. Using 

the screen only there is more damage to the black clay compared to when the subjects had the 

screen and LED enabled. It can also be seen that there is a tighter distribution associated with the 

screen plus LED compared to the screen only. The min model is chosen to be used in subsequent 

analysis because it provides the model that is the lowest in the tumor model. If the data shows up 

in the black clay while using the min model it will be guaranteed to have been in the black clay 

with the other models. This is important because there is an error associated with the black clay 

models from the EM tracking combined with the uneven black clay surface and ability of the clay 

to deform. Therefore, using the min model to model the black clay surface the variance in the 

distance cut into the black clay model was computed for the three groups.  The distances cut into 

the black clay for all three groups are plotted in a boxplot (Fig. 24). The distributions of the 

distances cut into the black clay are then further analyzed through the use of histogram plots (Fig. 

25).  
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Figure 24: Boxplot of distance (mm) cutting into min black clay model for the three subject 

groups.  
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Figure 25: Histogram of distance cutting into min black clay model for the three subject 

groups. 
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From Figure 24 it can be observed that the distance cut into the black clay is less for the 

screen plus LED feedback then for the screen alone for all three groups. Figure 25 shows that for 

the novices and the senior surgical resident there is a tighter distribution for the screen plus LED 

feedback compared to the screen alone.  Also, from Figure 25 it can be seen that the novices did 

not cut as deep into the black clay compared to the navigation experienced group and the senior 

surgical resident. This could be because of their limited experience which caused them to be more 

cautious while performing the resection, therefore taking more time to carefully examine their 

actions. The sample variance of the distance cut into the black clay for the screen plus LED and 

the screen only groups were calculated (Table 4).  

 

It can be seen in Table 4 that having the LED enabled decreased the sample variance 

when compared to the screen only feedback method. Also, the histograms (Fig. 25) show a trend 

towards cutting more deeply into the black clay with screen only compared to the screen plus 

LED feedback for all three groups. This may be because subjects looked at the surgical field more 

with the LED enabled, which allowed them to pay more attention to what they were cutting.   

The Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was performed on the distances cut into the black 

clay for the LED plus screen feedback versus the screen feedback alone. For all three groups the p 

value was p<0.001. Therefore there is a statistical difference in the depth of the cuts into the black 

clay for the screen plus LED feedback data compared to the screen only feedback data for all 

three groups. The estimate of the differences in the means as well as the 95% confidence intervals 

were calculated (Table 5).  

Table 4: Sample variance of distance in black clay using the min model 

 Navigation Experienced Novices Senior Surgical Resident 

Screen + LED 0.21 0.02 0.21 

Screen Only 0.26 0.03 0.50 
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Table 5: Estimate of difference in mean 

Group Estimate of difference of mean (mm) 

[(screen+LED)-(screen only)]  

95% confidence interval  

Novices -0.07 (-0.1mm,-0.04mm) 

Navigation Experienced  -0.3 (-0.3,-0.2mm) 

Senior Surgical Resident -0.9 (-0.6mm,-0.4mm) 

 

From Table 5 it can be seen that the mean distance cut into the black clay was lower for 

the LED plus screen feedback versus the screen only feedback.    

Finally, the subjects were given a series of questions, given in Table 6, and were asked to 

answer using a Likert scale where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree. The results are 

shown in a boxplot in Figure 26.   

Table 6: Questionnaire questions 

Number Description 

1 It was easy to learn how to use the available tools. 

2 It was easy to understand where the tumour/healthy tissue boundary was. 

3 
I was confident that I could minimize the amount of healthy tissue contained 

within the cut. 

4 I was confident that I could avoid cutting into the tumour. 

5 I was confident that I could avoid cutting too deep (into the other colour of clay). 

6 I could recognize when I cut inside the tumour. 

7 I could recognize when I cut too deep (into the other colour of clay). 

8 The task was mentally demanding. 

9 I looked at the computer screen frequently. 

10 I used the LED to help me perform my task. 
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In the questionnaire, all 16 subjects responded to a series of questions concerning how 

the LED feedback affected their performance. The subjects were asked if they were confident that 

they could minimize the amount of healthy tissue contained within the cut. Using the Wilcoxon 

paired test, the responses confirmed that the LED with the 3D screen had a statistically significant 

increase in the subjects’ confidence to avoid cutting the tumor compared to using the screen alone 

(p=0.017, two-tailed). Also, there was a statistically significant reduction in the subjects’ 

perception of the need to look at the screen while the LED was providing feedback (p= 0.0005, 

two-tailed). Furthermore, there was a statistical difference in the subjects’ perception that they 

could minimize the amount of healthy tissue contained within the cut when the LED feedback 

was enabled (p=0.010, two-tailed). Finally, using the Likert scale of 1-5 with 5 representing 

strongly agree, the subjects gave a mean of 4.25 when asked if they found the LED helped to 

perform the required tasks. There was no significant difference between the two feedback 

methods tested when subjects were asked about identifying depth, if the task was mentally 

demanding, and if it was easy to learn how to use the available tools. The confidence that the 

subjects felt that they were looking at the screen less frequently and could pay more attention to 

 

Figure 26: Box plot Questionnaire analysis (1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly agree) 
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what they were cutting with the LED feedback is verified with the results from Figure 25 and 

Table 4.   

In an effort to prevent straying into the tumor, an increased lateral resection margin of 

5mm was chosen for a second study. The red warning light turned on 1mm from the tumor 

boundary and continued inside the tumor. The safety region, indicated by the solid green light, 

was set from 1mm-5mm from the boundary, just outside safety region (flashing green light) was 

set from 5mm-7mm, and too far from the safety region was considered everything farther than 

7mm (solid blue light). The senior surgical resident was the only participant as this is the 

audience of interest for the study, and this subject had the most consistent results from the 

previous 2mm study. The resulting histogram of the distances from the tumor margin is shown 

below in Fig. 27.  

 

From Fig. 27, it can be seen that the subject was less likely to stray inside of the tumor 

boundary than in the study with 2mm margin. This may be a result of starting the warning light 

1mm before the actual tumor boundary. Also, the same trend of minimizing the amount of 

healthy tissue contained within the cut when using the LED feedback compared to without, is 

 

Figure 27: Distance (mm) from tumor resection margin by senior surgical resident 
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observed here. It appears that the LED was used during the tumor resection as the majority of the 

distances were distributed between the 1-7mm margins, which were indicated by the LED 

feedback.  

3.7 Discussion 

In the current prototype of the visual feedback device, the optical fiber cable is integrated 

into the smoke evacuation tube of the cauterizer, yielding an elegantly compact design for 

laboratory practice. Clinically, the smoke evacuation tube is used to remove the smoke produced 

when the tissue is cauterized. Therefore it is planned that a 3D-printed adapter mounted on the 

cauterizer will hold the optical fiber, with both placed in a sterile plastic bag. The alternative to 

placing the component in sterile bags is to sterilize the adapter and the fiber.   

A significant difference was observed between the recorded distances when subjects used 

the LED plus screen feedback compared to the screen feedback alone. In general, the addition of 

the LED feedback resulted in tighter margins. Overall the findings are consistent with past studies 

on auditory navigation feedback performed by Cho et al [2] and Hansen et al [3]. Cho et al had a 

statistically higher accuracy with the auditory feedback navigation system compared to the 

current facial nerve monitoring methods [2]. Hansen et al [3] showed that there was a significant 

reduction in the amount of time spent looking at the navigation screen when using an auditory 

feedback system. Also there was a significant improvement in the resection accuracy with the 

auditory feedback but the subjects took more time for the resection when using the auditory 

feedback system [3]. The results with our visual feedback device show similar trends to the 

results obtained from the auditory feedback systems. Given that, some addition feedback-visual 

or auditory-in computer assisted surgery is promising for improved surgical results. The visual 

feedback system could therefore offer an alternative to the auditory feedback system for surgeons 

who find the auditory beats distracting. Although the LED is alternating from solid colour to 

blinking colour, the visual feedback device may not show these significant improvements with 
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subjects who are colour blind. Therefore, future work should be done to evaluate the system on 

subjects who experience colour blindness.        

In this study, using the screen plus LED feedback generally helped to reduce the amount 

of healthy tissue contained within the cut but also increased the amount of straying into the tumor 

itself. This increased straying could be potentially due to the small lateral resection margin which 

was set to 2mm in this study, and the fact that the red warning light was not turned on until the 

tumor boundary at 0mm. Also, it is possible that with the LED feedback the participants were 

more confident in their location and therefore felt that they could remain in this closer margin 

more often, which meant a higher frequency of cutting into the tumor than without the LED 

feedback. By increasing the margin size to 5mm and starting the warning light feedback 1mm 

outside of the tumor boundary, as tested with the senior surgical resident, the same trends as the 

previous 2mm lateral resection study were observed however straying inside of the tumor was 

reduced.  

It was also shown that the addition of the LED feedback was associated with longer 

resection times. This agrees with results of another study where the use of an auditory feedback 

method significantly increased the time to complete a particular task [3]. Using the questionnaire 

analysis and the comments of the participants during the study, this increased resection time 

could be because the subjects were inclined to be more cautious when they received continuous 

feedback from the LED, as opposed to the intermittent feedback from the computer monitor.  

Overall, the survey results indicated that the LED feedback device mounted on the 

cauterizer helped the subjects feel confident in their ability to identify good margins and 

minimize the amount of healthy tissue removed in the tumor resection. These results are verified 

from the re-creation of the cutting paths (Fig.19) where it can be observed that the screen plus 

LED feedback reduced the amount of healthy tissue contained within the cut. The survey results 

indicate that the LED is potentially a useful adjunct to the current navigation system.    
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The histogram of the cutting distances (Fig. 21) for the navigation experienced group did not 

show the same trends and improvement in the safety region as for the other groups. This could be 

a result of the previous experience of this group in visualizing in 3D on the navigation screen. 

However, the differences in the means of the data sets followed the same trend as the other 

groups in that the mean distance from the margin was larger when using the screen only feedback 

compared to the screen plus LED feedback.  

The experimental design had several limitations. One limitation was that although the 2 

layers of clay simulated a tissue boundary, there was a limit to how realistic this was compared to 

real tissue. However when examining the distance cut into the black clay, it appeared that all 

three groups did make use the LED feedback since there was a significant reduction in the depth 

cut when the LED was enabled. This could be a result of the subjects paying more attention to the 

clay surface when the LED was enabled and less attention to the navigation screen.   

The novices as well as the experienced surgical resident indicated increased confidence in 

their abilities and there were statistically significant differences in their margin sizes using the 

LED feedback compared to the screen only. Therefore, the LED feedback device could be used as 

a surgical training tool in order to help surgical trainees follow appropriate margins around a 

tumor contour in a recordable and safe environment. This also introduces a possible new phantom 

model where the use of soft clay can represent tissue. The clay is reusable, easily formed into any 

desired shape, and can be cut with a dull blade. In future clinical testing, the visibility of the LED 

feedback under the strong operating room lighting should be tested. The LED feedback could be 

improved by using a flashing frequency that is proportional to the distance from the tumor, e.g. 

the flashing frequency increases as the cauterizer approaches the tumor boundary. Also, a method 

to provide information about other anatomical boundaries and not just the tumor boundary would 

be beneficial. This could potentially be done through the use of an additional LED or colour.  
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3.8 Conclusion 

In general, the results from this study show that a tool mounted visual feedback device 

helped reduce dependency on the surgical navigation screen, reduced the amount of healthy tissue 

contained within the surgical cut, and increases the confidence of the subjects to follow good 

margins, however at a cost of total time to complete a tumor resection. These trends, seen in both 

the novices and the experienced surgical resident show the potential of this tool for training 

purposes. Therefore, the ability of the visual feedback device to minimize the amount of healthy 

tissue contained in the cut as well as the subjects’ increased confidence in their abilities to follow 

safe margins shows the usefulness of the visual feedback device as an adjunct to the current 

surgical navigation system.   

The experimental set up caused unforeseen limitations where the subjects who were 

experienced in surgical navigation did not show the same trends as the other groups analyzed. It 

would be suggested that future studies should not include the navigation experienced group. For 

future laboratory and clinical studies, an additional LED could be used to indicate tissue 

boundaries or other anatomical structures. Also, a phantom model that could simulate bleeding or 

other more difficult tissue boundaries could help to eliminate the tendency of the subjects to 

continuously look at the navigation screen. Further testing with a larger sample size could allow 

for a more accurate assessment of the usefulness of the screen plus LED compared to the screen 

alone. Also, a future study comparing audio feedback to this visual feedback could be useful; as 

well an additional vibrotactile feedback could be integrated in the surgical instrument or in an 

arm band [24].   
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Chapter 4 

Current sensing for electrosurgical devices 

4.1 Objective 

Electrosurgical generator units (ESU) are used during surgery to cut tissue and to apply 

coagulation to the surgical site (Figure 28). The two main modes of ESU’s are cut and 

coagulation modes. Coagulation mode slowly induces a temperature rise in the cells which causes 

the cells to dehydrate and shrink without bursting. The cut mode of the ESU causes a more rapid 

heating of the tissue which results in the cellular water boiling and causes the cells to rupture.  

 

 

ESU’s are widely used in many surgical applications, commonly in conjunction with 

surgical navigation systems. Recent advances in the technology have made it possible to draw the 

smoke, generated when cauterizing tissue, into a mass spectrometer in order to analyze the 

properties of the cauterized tissue in real time during surgery [30]. Both spatial and temporal 

information from the ESU is needed for this application. It is necessary to know when the ESU is 

 

Figure 28: Electrosurgical generator unit 

Patient ground (neutral electrode)  

Electrosurgical pen (active electrode)  
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powered on and being used for cauterizing, thus producing smoke for analysis. This is important 

so that the properties of the tissue analyzed can be registered to the specific place in the surgical 

field that the cauterizer was at that time.  

The ESU’s are FDA and Health Canada approved. This means that any method of 

detecting the status of the cauterizer needs to be non-invasive so it does not interfere with the 

device in any way. Therefore, a non-invasive current sensor was developed to detect when an 

ESU is being powered on and to differentiate between cut and coagulation modes.  

4.1.1 Initial Exploration 

An initial exploration was performed to determine the type of signal produced by an 

ESU. Initial testing was performed using an oscilloscope in close proximity to the electrosurgical 

generator device (Valleylab Force FX, Boulder CO). Without any physical connection of the 

oscilloscope to the generator, the oscilloscope was able to pick up very strong electromagnetic 

signals being produced by the generator for both monopolar cut and monopolar coagulation 

modes (Fig. 29). Therefore, it was determined that it should be possible to use a simple clamp on 

AC current sensor to detect when the electrosurgical cauterizer is powered on. Also, the initial 

tests showed that it should be possible to differentiate between coagulation and cut mode 

operations. 

 

   

 

Figure 29 : Initial testing oscilloscope recordings for coagulation (left) and cut (right) 

monopolar modes 
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4.1.2 Current Sensor Prototype  

 

An AC current sensor (Fig. 30) was clamped onto the power cable supplying the active 

electrode of the electrosurgical cauterizer. This provides a non-invasive method of detecting 

when the device is powered on. 

 

4.1.3 System Integration 

The system was integrated into the SlicerIGT open source (www.SlicerIGT.org) surgical 

navigation system, where tool tracking functions are implemented using the open source PLUS 

toolkit (www.plustoolkit.org) [2] (Fig. 31).  

 

 

 

Figure 30: Clamp-on current sensor (left) and internal components (right) (XiDi Technology, 

SCT-013-000) 

 

Figure 31: Schematic of current sensing feedback system 

 

http://www.slicerigt.org/
http://www.plustoolkit.org/
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In order to integrate the current sensing into the surgical navigation system, an Arduino 

Uno microcontroller (http://arduino.cc) was used to provide a serial USB connection. The 

Arduino Uno is capable of taking a dc signal input between 0-5V through the analog pin. The 

output of the current sensor is converted to a stable dc signal between 0-5V by use of a peak 

detector (Fig. 32), where the value of the capacitance was determined based on the rate of voltage 

discharge, as discussed below.  

 

   

For testing purposes, an RGB LED was connected to the Arduino Uno microcontroller 

which was programmed to light up different colours depending on whether the electrosurgical 

cauterizer is on cut or coagulation mode and to differentiate between burning and not burning 

tissue. A prototype using the peak detector, current sensor, LED, and Arduino Uno was built and 

tested on a breadboard (Fig. 33).  

 

Figure 32: Circuit Schematic for converting current sensor output to a dc level 

http://arduino.cc/
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4.2 Results  

 

In order to make sure that the clamped on current sensor is reading the current travelling 

through the power cable, one current sensor is placed around the power cable while an identical 

second current sensor is placed near the ESU. Fig. 34 shows the output form the two current 

sensors; it can be seen that the signal from the clamped on current sensor is much stronger than 

the signal from the current sensor placed near the ESU machine. This verifies that the current 

sensor is working as desired and is not just acting as an antenna for the noise coming from the 

ESU machine.  

   

 

Figure 33: Current sensing system prototype 
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The current sensor was then clamped onto the power cable supplying the active electrode 

of the electrosurgical unit. As shown in Fig. 35, the output of the current sensor is on a scale that 

is manageable for the input of the Arduino Uno microcontroller since the coagulation signal has a 

peak to peal voltage of approximately 8V and the cut mode has a peak to peak voltage of 2.4V. 

Also, the cut mode has a frequency of 400kHz and the coagulation mode has approximate 

frequencies of 30.8kHz (between bursts) and 454kHz (within bursts).  

  

The peak detector circuit is used to half-wave rectify the signal and make the output a 

constant DC voltage level. An important consideration was the size of the capacitor. The 

 

Figure 34: Output signal of the current sensor clamped on cable (CH1) and current 

sensor sitting next to ESU (CH2) for 60 W monopolar coagulation (left) and 60W 

monopolar cut (right) modes 

 

 

Figure 35: Output signal of the current sensor clamped on power cable for 

coagulation (left) and cut (right) 60W monopolar modes 
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capacitor was specifically chosen to charge to the peak value and not discharge as quickly as the 

signal changes, therefore maintaining a fairly constant voltage level. However, it was observed 

that the voltage drop following a switch from coagulation mode to off mode was very slow 

acting. For this system to work in real time during surgery this delay should be as short as 

possible. Thus a capacitance of 1nF was chosen. This allowed the voltage across the capacitor to 

drop rapidly when power was no longer being applied to the electrosurgical device and still allow 

for a DC voltage level at the output. This peak detector circuit was simulated using Multisim 

software (Fig. 36). 

  

   

From Fig. 37 the output of the circuit is shown to work as desired with a fairly constant 

DC voltage on the output. It can also be seen that the output voltage levels differ for cut and 

coagulation mode. The Arduino Uno microcontroller was programmed to recognize these 

different voltage levels and identify the different modes and relay this information to SlicerIGT.  

 

 

Figure 36: Simulated peak detector on 400kHz sinusoidal input signal 
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Table 7 gives results of an initial testing of the DC voltage values for various power 

ratings of both monopolar cut and monopolar coagulation modes when the active electrode was 

powered on in air, in Jello, and in a tissue (chicken liver).  

 

Table 7: DC voltage levels at output of diode envelope detector 

 Air Tissue Jello 

Power 
Rating 

(W) 

Cut DC 
voltage (V) 

Coagulation 
DC voltage 

(V) 

Cut DC 
voltage (V) 

Coagulation 
DC voltage 

(V) 

Cut DC 
voltage (V) 

Coagulation 
DC voltage 

(V) 

30 0.5 3.0 0.8 1.3 0.8 1.43 

60 0.7 4.7 1.0 2.7 1.02 1.9 

90 1.0 5.2 1.1 2.5 1.12 1.8 

 

Due to the small difference between some of the DC voltage levels, further tests were 

done using two current sensors; one current sensor was placed on the power cable supplying the 

cautery pen (CH2) and an identical current sensor was placed on the cable of the neutral electrode 

(CH1) as shown in Figure 38. The output of the two sensors is shown in Figures 39 and 40.  

 

Figure 37: Output signal of the peak detector for coagulation (left) and cut (right) 60W 

monopolar modes 
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The peak-peak amplitudes and frequencies of the two signals (CH1 and CH2) are compared on 

the oscilloscope. Fig. 39 shows the resulting signals of the two current sensors for the monopolar 

cut mode for all three substances. Fig. 40 shows the resulting signals of the two current sensors 

for the monopolar coagulation mode for all three substances. 

 

 

Figure 38: Updated prototype system schematic 

 

 

Figure 39: Signals of two current sensors for monopolar cut mode in air (top left), 

Jello (top right), tissue (bottom) 
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From the oscilloscope readings in Figure 39, it can be seen that the peak-peak amplitude 

of CH1 is smaller than the amplitude of CH2 when in air; however the amplitudes are 

approximately equal for the Jello and tissue substances. Also, the frequency of the cut signal in 

air is 400 kHz, 400 kHz in Jello, and 384.6 kHz in tissue. Finally, the CH1 and CH2 signals are at 

a 180 phase shift to each other for air, Jello, and tissue. From Figure 40, a similar trend was 

observed as in cut mode, where the peak-peak amplitude of CH1 is smaller than CH2 in air and 

the peak-peak amplitudes are approximately equal in the other substances. It is also observed that 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Signals of two current sensors for monopolar coagulation mode in air 

(top row), Jello (middle row), tissue (bottom row). Left column shows frequency of 

bursts and right column shows frequency within bursts.  
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the coagulation mode has frequencies of 30.86 kHz and 454.5 kHz in air, 30.86 kHz and 208.3 

kHz in Jello, and only 30.86 kHz in tissue. In the coagulation mode there is also a 180 phase 

shift between CH1 and CH2. Therefore, it may be possible to better differentiate the cut and 

coagulation mode in the three different substances by using the ratio of CH1 to CH2 peak-peak 

amplitudes as well as comparing the frequencies of the signal.  

In order to implement the frequency analysis of the signals, a voltage comparator circuit 

was designed and simulated using the Multisim software (Fig. 41). The LM311 comparator was 

chosen for this circuit due its high speed capabilities compared to other op-amps such as the 

LM741. Specifically the LM311 has a slew rate of 7V/s where the LM741 has a slew rate of 

0.5V/s. Also, the LM311 has a voltage gain of 200V/mV where the LM741 has a voltage gain 

of 50V/mV.  

The resistance values of the comparator circuit are very important to the design. Resistors 

R3 and R1 are acting as a voltage divider and are controlling the Vref that is seen at pin 2 of the 

comparator chip. This Vref determines when the output switches from high to low. Since 

comparator LM311 has an open drain output, the pull up resistor, R4, is required to have the 

output go positive during a high. Using the voltage comparator a digital square wave signal is 

produced from the analog sinusoidal input.  
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This circuit was then built on a breadboard (Fig. 42) and the output of the voltage 

comparator circuit was analyzed using an oscilloscope (Fig. 43).  

The digital signal was then fed into the Arduino Uno using digital pin 5, and the FreqCount 

library (www.pjrc.com/teensy/td_libs_FreqCount.html ) was used to count the number of pulses 

during a fixed time. The output of the FreqCount provides a serial output value that is 

theoretically equal to the frequency of the signal.   

 

 

Figure 41: Simulation of voltage comparator for 400kHz sinusoid input (red) and 

resulting output (orange) 

 

http://www.pjrc.com/teensy/td_libs_FreqCount.html
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Using the comparator circuit and the FreqCount library of the Arduino Uno, an 

experiment was conducted to determine the output as a result of using the electrosurgical 

cauterizer in monopolar cut and coagulation mode for air, Jello, and chicken liver tissue. Three 

trials were conducted with the clamp-on current sensor placed on the cable supplying the active 

electrode (electrosurgical pen). Results are given in Table 8.   

 

Figure 42: Breadboard prototype of comparator circuit 

 

 

Figure 43: Output of voltage comparator for cut (left) and coagulation (right). CH1 

is current sensor output and CH2 is output of voltage comparator. 

 

Arduino Uno  

Power Supply  

LM311 Comparator   

Current Sensor Output   
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Table 8: Output from FreqCount Library (Hz) 

 Air Jello Tissue 

Trial Power (W) Cut  Coagulation  Cut  Coagulation Cut Coagulation  

1 

30 

393740 122730 393740 92040 393740 61360 

2 393730 122720 393740 92051 393730 56340 

3 393740 122730 393730 92040 393740 61321 

1 

60 

393740 152430 393740 122720 393740 61360 

2 393730 151796 393742 122732 393730 61220 

3 393740 151990 393742 122724 393740 61002 

1 

90 

393740 29690 393740 122720 393740 61360 

2 393730 29671 393730 122732 393730 56240 

3 393730 29620 393740 122724 393740 58930 

  

4.3 Discussion 

From Table 7, it is apparent that it is possible to differentiate between when the cauterizer 

is powered on in air and when it is actually burning a substance by using a peak detector circuit. 

This is important since the goal is to detect when the cauterizer is burning tissue and smoke is 

being generated and analyzed for the tissue’s pathological and physiological properties. It can 

also be seen in Table 7 that different power ratings result in noticeably different output voltage 

levels. Thus, there is a limitation to the proposed method, as the differences between some of the 

voltage levels present difficulty for detecting cut and coagulation modes in the various 

substances. From Fig. 39 and Fig. 40, it can be seen that the frequency and amplitude of the 

signals detected from the grounding electrode cable and the power cable supplying the cauterizer 

pen, differ under different conditions: the cauterizer is in cut or coagulation mode, and is in air, 

Jello, or tissue. A comparator circuit is used to convert the analog signal from the current sensor 

into a digital signal, and the Arduino’s FreqCount library is used to analyze the signal 

frequencies. The voltage comparator acts as desired since the digital signal is high (+5V) when 

the input analog signal is in the negative half cycle and the digital signal output is low (0V) when 
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the input signal is in the positive half cycle. Therefore, the digital signal is pulsing at the same 

frequency rate as the input analog signal.   

The serial output of the FreqCount library is shown in Table 8. It can be seen that the 

outputs are consistent for multiple trials, giving reliable readings that can be used to accurately 

differentiate between cut and coagulation mode for all three substances.  Also, for each power 

rating it is possible to differentiate between Jello and tissue when in coagulation mode. Therefore 

using frequency analysis it is possible to differentiate between on/off, cut/coagulation, and 

coagulation of air/Jello/tissue. However the frequency analysis does not support differentiation of 

air/Jello/tissue in cut mode. To overcome this limitation, the ratio of the peak-peak amplitudes of 

the signals from a current sensor on the neutral electrode cable compared to the current sensor on 

the active electrode cable can be used. Overall, to integrate cauterizer mode detection into the 

surgical navigation system two AC current sensors, two peak detector circuits, a voltage 

comparator circuit, and the FreqCount library are required (Fig. 44).   

 

 

It was observed that the FreqCount library provides a count measurement that is similar 

to the frequency expected for the cut mode signal, however the coagulation mode count output 

 

Figure 44: Integration of voltage comparator and peak detector with ESU and surgical 

navigation system 
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does not match the frequency of the waveform seen on the oscilloscope. This could be a result of 

the coagulation mode signal having two frequencies because of its 6% duty cycle. Although the 

frequency output is not equal to the real frequency of the coagulation signal, the output is still 

consistently different from the cut mode and therefore is usable for this application.   

It takes approximately 100ms for the FreqCount library to output the frequency 

measurement and therefore the frequency analysis should be fast enough to provide the necessary 

information during surgery. This delay should be acceptable as the iKnife has a delay of 0.5-2 

seconds to analyze the smoke that is created when cauterizing tissue. The frequency analysis 

could potentially be improved with the use of a more powerful microcontroller or improvements 

to the FreqCount library.   

An important observation is that there is a detectable signal even when the active 

electrode is powered on in air. This is because the electrosurgical pen contains three internal 

wires (Fig. 45). These wires represent the cut, coagulation, and return path of signal. As the cut or 

coagulation button on the electrosurgical pen is pressed, a path will be connected between the 

respective wire and the tip of the cauterizer. When the tip of the cauterizer is in contact with a 

tissue the currents will flow through the tissue to the neutral electrode. However when the cut or 

coagulation buttons are pressed while the active electrode is in air, the currents will return 

through the return wire in the electrosurgical pen.   
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4.4 Conclusion 

In general, through the analysis of the output signals from two clamp-on inductive current 

sensors (one on the cable supplying the neutral electrode and one on the cable supplying the 

active electrode) it is possible distinguish between the on/off, cut/coagulation mode, and the 

cauterizing of air/Jello/tissue substances.  

In the future the detection mode system will be integrated into the surgical navigation 

system (Fig. 44). A SlicerIGT module will be written to analyze the serial output from the 

Arduino Uno microcontroller and using the PLUS toolkit, communicate the ESU state to 

SlicerIGT. This will allow for the temporal calibration of the ESU. As well, circuitry to 

accurately differentiate the power rating of the ESU should be developed and integrated into the 

mode detection system. This system should also be tested with other ESU models. Also, future 

work should be done to identify why the frequency is changing when powering on the cauterizer 

in air/Jello/tissue.    

  

 

Figure 45: Internal components of electrosurgical cauterizer pen 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Summary of findings 

In the operating room, the current feedback mode for navigated surgery is to use a 

computer monitor showing the position of the surgical instruments in the surgical field. This 

computer monitor is mounted out of the surgeon’s direct field of view, and therefore disrupts the 

surgery when the surgeon needs to look away from the surgical field in order to obtain 

navigational feedback. In the past, auditory feedbacks, as well as augmented reality systems, have 

been used in adjunct with a monitor, in order to provide information to the surgeon that does not 

require the surgeon to look away from the surgical site. In this work a visual display feedback 

system was developed to provide information to the surgeon through the use of an RGB LED that 

is incorporated at the tip of the electrosurgical cauterizer, thereby providing feedback directly in 

the surgeon’s field of view. This system has been integrated in to the SlicerIGT open source 

surgical navigation system and uses the PLUS toolkit to implement tool tracking functions, as 

well as communicate information from SlicerIGT to the microcontroller that controls the RGB 

LED.  

The visual feedback system was tested in a proof of concept study. In the study 16 

subjects were asked to resect 8 random tumor contours; four with the LED combined with 

surgical navigation computer screen feedback and four with the surgical navigation computer 

screen feedback alone. The subjects were divided into three groups: 1) novices to surgery and 

surgical navigation, 2) experienced in surgical navigation, and 3) experienced surgical resident. 

The system was evaluated for system delay, the time required to perform the resection, ability to 

minimize amount of healthy tissue contained within the resection, ability to follow safe margins, 

usefulness of LED to minimize the need to look at the computer screen, ability to minimize depth 
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cut into black clay (representing a tissue boundary), as well as the subject’s confidence in their 

abilities while using the screen plus LED compared to the screen alone.  The visual feedback 

system had a measured delay of 33ms. There was a significant reduction in the distance from the 

tumor boundary as well as the distance cut into the black clay when using the screen plus LED 

compared to the screen alone. The screen plus LED had a significantly longer resection time 

compared to the screen alone. The subjects felt that they were significantly more confident in 

their abilities to minimize the amount of healthy tissue contained within the surgical cut, had a 

significant increase in their ability to follow safe margins, and spent significantly less time 

looking at the navigation screen while using the screen plus LED compared to the screen alone.  

In order to enhance an electrosurgical unit (ESU) to provide pathological and 

physiological monitoring of tissue during surgery, and integrate this capacity into a surgical 

navigation system, it is important to distinguish when the ESU is being powered on and when it is 

cutting or cauterizing tissue. Since ESU’s must be FDA and Health Canada approved, any 

sensing must be done non-invasively and not interfere with the device operation in any way. In 

order to do this, two non-invasive current sensors were used. One current sensor is clamped 

around the power cable supplying the electrosurgical pen and another current sensor is clamped 

on the power cable supplying the neutral electrode. The output of the current sensor from the 

active electrode cable is fed into a voltage comparator (LM311) which converts the analog signal 

from the sensor into a digital signal. The frequency of the digital signal is analyzed using the 

FreqCount library on an Arduino Uno. The frequency of the cut mode is always 400kHz for all 

three substances tested (air, Jello, tissue), however the frequency of the coagulation mode 

changes depending on the substance being cauterized. The analog signals from both current 

sensors are also fed into a peak detector circuits which convert the signal into stable DC voltage 

signals. When the active electrode is in air, the current sensor on the cable supplying the active 

electrode gives a much larger voltage output then the current sensor on the cable supplying the 
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neutral electrode. However, when the active electrode is in Jello or tissue, the voltage levels of 

the two current sensors are very similar. Using the ratio of the two DC voltage levels, as well as 

the frequency obtained from the digital signal, the Arduino Uno can be programmed to 

differentiate between on/off, cut/coagulation modes, as well as cauterizing air/Jello/tissue 

substances.    

5.2 Contributions 

This thesis included the design and prototyping of a visual feedback system for navigated 

surgery, the integration of the visual feedback system into the surgical navigation system, a proof 

of concept study to evaluate the usefulness of the visual feedback system as an adjunct to the 

current navigation system, an analysis of the usefulness of the visual feedback system, the design 

and prototyping of a current sensing system to allow for temporal tracking of an electrosurgical 

device, as well as testing the current sensing system during the cauterizing of various substances.  

Overall, the visual feedback system was shown to be an useful adjunct to the current navigation 

system. The amount of healthy tissue contained within the surgical resection was reduced, 

subjects had an increased confidence in their abilities, and the need to look away from the 

surgical field at the computer monitor for navigation information was reduced with the visual 

feedback. The system will provide an alternative form of surgical navigation feedback to the 

surgeon.  The current sensing system provides a method to non-invasively detect the on/off, 

cut/coagulation operation of an electrosurgical unit in air/Jello/tissue, and communicate the 

information to the surgical navigation system in order to allow temporal tracking of the EM-

navigated electrosurgical device. Both the visual feedback system and the current sensing system 

can be readily implemented in EM navigation breast-conserving-surgery as they represent no risk 

to the patient and can be promptly translated for clinical evaluation within an ongoing patient 

trial. 
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5.3 Future Work  

In the future it would be useful to conduct a study to determine the value of the feedback 

in the OR, including whether or not the LED is bright enough. It could also be useful to 

implement a second LED that will provide feedback for other critical anatomical boundaries. 

Furthermore, alternative methods of feedback such as vibrotactile feedback to indicate the 

proximity warning could be examined. A larger study using experienced surgical residents and 

attending surgeons would be useful to see if the trends observed in the proof of concept study 

exist when testing on subjects who are more experienced in surgery. Future work should also be 

done to evaluate the visual light feedback device with subjects who have colour blindness.  

Some future considerations should also be noted for the current sensing system. A 

SlicerIGT module should be written in order to analyze the output of the Arduino Uno and 

communicate what the ESU is doing to the surgical navigation system. Future work should be 

done on the following issues: i) determine a way to differentiate between the various power levels 

of the ESU; ii) test and verify operation of the system on different ESU models; and iii) 

investigate the substance-dependent frequency changes when the active electrode is in the 

coagulation mode.    
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